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INTRODUCTION
 . For a Banach space E, let L E be the Banach algebra of bounded
.linear operators on E, and let Ext E and Ext E* be the sets of extreme
points of the closed unit balls in E and in its dual E*. An operator
 .T g L E is called a multiplier if every p g Ext E* is an eigenvector of
 .  .  .the adjoint T*, that is, T* p s a p p for some number a p . LetT T
 .  .Mult E stand for the set of multipliers on E. A projection P g L E
 . 5 5 5  .5is said to be an M-projection resp., L-projection if x s max P x ,
5  .54  5 5 5  .5 5  .5. wx y P x resp., x s P x q x y P x for every x g E Be1,
xBe2 . Let I denote the identity operator on E. We say that a multiplier T
 . resp., a projection P on E is trivial if T s cI for some scalar c resp.,
.P s I or P s 0 .
Given a vector lattice E, a sublattice F of E is called an ideal if it
< <  .contains every x g E with x F y for some y g F. If x g E, then I x [
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 < < < < 4y g E: y F n x for some n g N is the ideal generated by x. An ideal F
of E is said to be a band if whenever A ; F and sup A s x exists in E,
then x g F. Two elements x, y g E are said to be disjoint, x H y, if
< < < < H  4x n y s 0. If B / A ; E, then A [ x g E: x H y, ; y g A is a band
in E. A band F of E is called a projection band if E s F q F H . The
associated projection P: E ª F with kernel F H is then called a band
projection. It is well known that every band in E is a projection band if E
is order complete, and if E is a Banach lattice and P is a band projection
 w x.on E, then P* is a band projection on E* cf. A-B . Moreover, if E is
 .order s-complete, then for every x g E the principle band generated by
x is a projection band. The associated band projection will be denoted by
P , and the complementary band projection I y P will be often denotedx x
 .  .by Q . Further, for x g E, we let C x stand for the set of all projectionx
 . components of x, i.e., elements of the form P x , where u g X it sufficesu
< <.to consider only 0 F u F x .
 .  .  .Let V, S, m be a s-finite measure space. By L m s L V, S, m0 0
denote a vector lattice of all m-measurable complex or real functions on
 .V. A Kothe function space E over V, S, m is the Banach lattice which, asÈ
 .a vector lattice, is an ideal of vector lattice L m . Without loss of0
 w x.generality, let's further assume that supp E s V cf. K-A, L-T . Any
Kothe space E is order complete, hence every band in E is a projectionÈ
band. Also, it is well known that the band projections on E coincide with
the characteristic projections P : f ª f x , where A g S and x denotesA A A
the characteristic function of A.
A Kothe function space E is said to have the Fatou property if wheneverÈ
 .  .f is a norm bounded sequence in E such that 0 F f ­ f g L m , thenn n 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f g E and f s lim f . E has order semicontinuous norm if f ª fn n n
whenever 0 F f ­ f g E. An element f g E is said to have an absolutelyn
< < < < 5 5continuous norm if for any sequence f ª 0 and f F f we have f ªn n n
0. The norm in E is called order continuous if every element in E has
 w x.absolutely continuous norm cf. K-A, L-T . The Kothe dual of E is theÈ
  . < < 4Kothe space E9 [ g g L m : H fg dm - ` for all f g E , equippedÈ 0 V
5 5  < < 5 5 4with the norm defined by g s sup H fg dm: f g E, f F 1 . A KotheÈV
 .function space E is said to be rearrangement in¨ariant r.i. if whenever
 .f g E, g g L m , and f and g are equimeasurable, then g g E and0
5 5 5 5 < < < <f s g . Recall that f and g are called equimeasurable if f and g
 <  . < 4  <  . <have identical distributions; that is, m t g V: f t ) l s m t g V: g t
4  w x.) l for all l G 0 cf. L-T .
The following results on L- and M-projections in Banach spaces are
 w x.very well known facts see Be1, Be2, and HWW .
 .  .1 If P is an M-projection resp., L-projection , then P* is an
 . w xL-projection resp., M-projection , and conversely Be1, Proposition 1.5 .
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 .2 Every M-projection is a multiplier.
 .3 No complex Banach space may admit at the same time a nontriv-
ial M-projection and a nontrivial L-projection. The same holds true for all
2 wreal Banach spaces except those linearly isometric to l Be1, Theorem`
x1.13 .
 .  .4 Lebesgue spaces L m for 1 - p - ` have no nontrivial M- orp
w x  .L-projections Be1, Theorem 6.2 . The L-projections on L m , and the1
 .M-projections on L m , coincide with the band projections, i.e., with the`
 wcharacteristic projections P , where A g S cf. Be2, Proposition 4.9, Be1,A
x.  .Example 2, p. 10 . Furthermore, the multipliers on L m coincide with`
 .  wthe multiplication operators M : f ª h ? f , where h g L m cf. Be1,h `
x.Example 2, p. 55 .
In this article, we study multipliers and M- and L-projections on real or
.complex Banach lattices and, in particular, Kothe function spaces. In-È
 .spired by the results mentioned in 4 , we consider the following questions.
QUESTION 1. Let E be a Banach lattice. Is e¨ery M-projection resp.,
.L-projection on E a band projection?
QUESTION 2. Let E be a Kothe space of m-measurable functions. Is thenÈ
e¨ery multiplier on E a multiplication operator induced by a bounded m-mea-
surable function?
QUESTION 3. Let E be a rearrangement in¨ariant Kothe space of m-mea-È
surable functions. Suppose there is a nontri¨ ial L-projection resp. M-projec-
.  .   ..tion on E. Is then E s L m resp. E s L m ?1 `
The paper consists of three sections.
In Section 1, we deal with complex Banach lattices and get some results
crucial for further studies of multipliers and M- and L-projections in
complex spaces. We show that M- and L-projections on E are band
projections. We also show that the same holds for L-projections on real
Banach lattices with strictly monotone norm.
 .In Section 2, we work with real or complex Kothe function spaces E.È
We prove that the multipliers on E which are multiplication operators are
exactly the operators in the closed linear span of the characteristic M-pro-
 .  .jections. We also show that E coincides with L m or L m , whenever E1 `
is rearrangement invariant and admits a nontrivial characteristic L- or
M-projection, respectively. These two results combined with the results of
the first section yield the affirmative answer to all three questions raised
above in the case of complex spaces.
In the examples presented further in Section 2, it is shown that the
answers to Questions 1 and 2 are ``no,'' in general for real spaces E.
However, under certain restrictions on the Kothe function space E real orÈ
.complex , it is proved that every multiplier on E is a multiplication
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operator. A number of consequences is derived from this result. For
instance, if E is rearrangement invariant and has order semicontinuous
norm, then it has no nontrivial multipliers.
In Section 3, we consider Orlicz spaces. From the results of Section 2 we
first deduce that every multiplier on an Orlicz space is trivial. We then
proceed to proving that the only Orlicz space with nontrivial L-projections
 .is L m .1
Let's now agree that in the sequel we will omit the adjectives complex or
real when dealing with spaces of either type.
1. COMPLEX BANACH LATTICES
We will first prove the following auxiliary lemma. Although it is known
 win the real case e.g., L-Z, Theorem 40.2, La, Theorem 1.1.8; or Lip,
x.Theorem 2 , its extension to complex lattices is not automatic.
LEMMA 1.1. Let E be an order s-complete ¨ector lattice, and let x g E.
 .  .Then for e¨ery y g I x and e¨ery number « ) 0 there exists z g lin C x
< < < <such that y y z F « x . In consequence, if E is a normed ¨ector lattice, then
 .  .lin C x is norm dense in I x .
< < < <Proof. Let k g N be such that y F k x and take any number 0 -
 < <.h - 1. By what was said above, we can find elements w and ¨ in lin C x
of the form
n n
< < < <w s a P x and ¨ s b P x , .  . j u j uj j
js1 js1
< <  < <.where 0 F u F x are pairwise disjoint, P x ) 0, and a and b arej u j jj
scalars, such that
< < < < < < < <y y w F h x and x y ¨ F h x .
From the first estimate it follows that
n
< < < < < < < < < < < <a P x s w F y q h x F k q 1 x , .  . j u j
js1
while the second estimate yields that for every j,
< < < < < < < <1 y b P x s P x y b P x F P x y b P x .  .  .  .  . .j u u j u u j uj j j j j
< < < <s P x y ¨ F hP x , .  .u uj j
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< <hence b G 1 y h. Denoting c s 1rb , we havej j j
h h
< < < < < <c P x y P x F ? P x F ? P x . .  .  .  .j u u u uj j j j< <b 1 y hj
Now, define
n
z s a c P x . . j j u j
js1
Then
n
< < < <z y w s a c P x y P x .  .  .j j u uj j
js1
nh h
< < < < < <F ? a P x F k q 1 ? x . .  . j u j1 y h 1 y hjs1
Therefore,
h
< < < < < < < < < <y y z F y y w q w y z F h x q k q 1 ? x , .
1 y h
< <which is F « x if h is chosen sufficiently small.
We will also need the following lemma.
LEMMA 1.2. Let F be a complex Banach space, and let T be an operator
on F such that e¨ery point in Ext F is an eigen¨ector of T. Moreo¨er, let
F s X [ Y be a direct sum decomposition of F such that
5 5 5 5 < <x q cy s x q y for all x g X , y g Y , and c g C with c s 1.
If w g Ext F and w s u q ¨ , where u g X and ¨ g Y, then there is a g C
such that
 4T z s az for all z g lin u , ¨ . .
< <Proof. By the assumption on F, if c s 1, then the map x q y ª x q cy
 .x g X, y g Y is a surjective linear isometry in F. In consequence,
 .  .u q c¨ g Ext F; hence, by the assumption on T , T u q c¨ s a u q c¨c
for some constant a . Clearly, we may assume that u / 0 and ¨ / 0. Thenc
 4u and ¨ , as well as x s u q ¨ and y s u y ¨ are a basis of lin u, ¨ , and to
< <prove the assertion it is enough to show that a s a . Now, if c s 1,1 y1
then
2T u q c¨ s T 1 q c x q 1 y c y s a 1 q c x q a 1 y c y , .  .  .  .  . . 1 y1
and
2 a u q c¨ s a 1 q c x q a 1 y c y. .  .  .c c c
< <From this, taking any c / "1 with c s 1, we obtain a s a s a .c 1 y1
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We are now ready to prove our first result on multipliers.
THEOREM 1.3. Let T be a multiplier of a complex Banach lattice E. Then
for e¨ery p g Ext E*,
T* q s a p q for all q g I p . ) .  .  .  .T
In consequence,
< < < <a p s a p whene¨er p , p g Ext E* and p n p / 0. .  .T 1 T 2 1 2 1 2
Proof. From Lemma 1.2 it follows directly that if Q is a band projec-
tion on E*, then
T* q s a p q for all q g lin Q p , I y Q p . 4 .  .  .  .  .T
 .  .Hence the equality in ) holds for all q g C p , and also for all
 .  .q g lin C p . Since T* is continuous and, by Lemma 1.1, lin C p is norm
 .  .  .dense in I p , the equality in ) holds for all q g I p .
COROLLARY 1.4. Let T be a multiplier on an order s-complete complex
 .  .Banach lattice E. Then P (T x s T x for e¨ery x g E. Hence if x, y g Ex
 .  .and x H y, then T x H T y .
 .Proof. Let x g E and denote Q s I y P . If QT x / 0 then, by thex
  . :Krein]Milman theorem, there exists p g Ext E* such that QT x , p /
 .  .  .0. By Theorem 1.3, T*Q* p s a p Q* p . Therefore,T
 :  :  :  :QT x , p s x , T*Q* p sa p x , Q* p sa p Q x , p s0; .  .  .  .  .  .T T
a contradiction.
The next result provides a positive answer to Question 1 in the case of
complex lattices.
THEOREM 1.5. E¨ery M-projection and e¨ery L-projection on a complex
Banach lattice E is a band projection.
 .Proof. a Let P be an M-projection on E. Assume first that E is
 .order s-complete. Since P* is an L-projection, so P* p s 0 or p for
 .every p g Ext E*. Hence P is a multiplier with a p s 0 or 1 for everyP
p g Ext E*. In order to prove the assertion it is enough to show that
x H P y whenever x , y g E and P x s 0. .  .
< < <  . <  .Suppose x n P y ) 0 for some x and y with P x s 0. Let x s
 .x y x q ix y ix and P y s z y z q iz y iz , where all x , z G 0,1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 j j
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and x H x , x H x , z H z , and z H z . Replacing x by yx or "ix1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
andror y by yy or "iy if necessary, we may assume that
z n x s z ) 0.1 1
 : < <Hence there exists p g Ext E* with z, p / 0. Thus for q s p we have
 :z, q ) 0. Note that if a functional r g E* is positive and w g E, then
 :  :Re w, r s u, r , where u is the real part of w in E. Since q is positive,
U  . U  .both P q and Q q are positive. Therefore,z z1 1
Re Py , PU y QU q s z y z , PU y QU q :  : .  . .  .z z 1 2 z z1 1 1 1
s P z , q q Q z , q :  : .  .z 1 z 21 1
 :  :s z q z , q G z , q ) 0.1 2
U  U U . .  . UHence P ( P y Q q / 0. By Theorem 1.3, a p s 1 and P (z z P1 1
 U U . .  U U . .P y Q q s P y Q q . Thus, since Px s 0, we obtainx x x x1 1 1 1
0 s Px , PU y QU q s x , PU y QU q :  : .  . .  .x x x x1 1 1 1
U U  :  :s Re x , P y Q q s x q x , q G z , q ) 0, : . .x x 1 21 1
a contradiction.
Now, consider the case of a general complex Banach lattice E. Then
P** is an M-projection on E**, and E** is an order complete complex
Banach lattice. By the previous part of the proof, P** is a band projection,
<hence so is P s P** .E
 .b Let P be an L-projection on E. Then P* is an M-projection,
<hence, by the previous case, P* is a band projection. So also P s P** isE
a band projection.
5 5 5 5A Banach lattice E is said to have strictly monotone norm if x - y
< < < <  w x.whenever x - y cf. B-H .
 .THEOREM 1.6. E¨ery L-projection on a real or complex Banach lattice
E with strictly monotone norm is a band projection.
Proof. Since the complex case is already covered by Theorem 1.5, we
give the argument only for the real case. Let P be an L-projection on E
< < < <and denote Q s I y P. It is enough to show that Px n Qx s 0 for every
x g E. Suppose it is not so for some x. Without loss of generality, we may
 .q  .qassume that Px n Qx s y ) 0. Then
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Px q Qx s Px y Qx F Px y y q Qx y y F Px q Qx .
5 5 5 5Hence Px y y s Px , which contradicts the strict monotonicity of the
norm in E.
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È2. KOTHE FUNCTION SPACES
We start with two results on multiplication operators on Kothe functionÈ
spaces.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E be a Kothe function space.È
 .  .a Let h g L m . Then hf g E for e¨ery f g E if and only if h g0
 .L m ; in this case the multiplication operator M : E ª E; f ª hf is continu-` h
5 5 5 5ous and M s h .`h
 .b The map M: h ª M is an isometric algebra isomorphism fromh
 .  4  .L m onto the subalgebra lin P : A g S of L E .` A
 .  .Proof. Since b is a straightforward consequence of a , we only verify
 .a . Let h / 0. If M maps E into itself, then M is continuous, as followsh h
from the closed graph theorem and the fact that the norm convergence in
Kothe function spaces implies the convergence in measure on every set ofÈ
w x < <finite measure K-A, IV, Sect. 3, Theorem 1 . Take any 0 - c - ess sup h .
< <There exists a non-null set A g S such that cx F h and x g E. HenceA A
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5M x G M x s hx G c x .h A h A A A
5 5  . 5 5 5 5and so M G c. In consequence, h g L m and M G h . Since the`h ` h
 .opposite inequality is obvious if h g L m , the proof is complete.`
w xThe following proposition was proved by Zaanen in Za .
w xPROPOSITION 2.2 Za, Theorem 8 . For an operator T on a KotheÈ
function space E, the following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .  .a supp T f ; supp f for e¨ery f g E.
 .  .  .b T f x s T f x for all f g E and A g S.A A
 .  .  .  .c T fg s T f g for all f g E and g g L m .`
 .  .d There exists h g L m such that T s M .` h
Given a Kothe function space E, defineÈ
 4S E s A g S : P is an M-projection on E , .M A
 4S E s A g S : P is an L-projection on E . .L A
 .  .It is clear that S E and S E are subalgebras of S containing allM L
 w x.  wm-null sets cf. Be1, 1.9 . Moreover, also the following holds cf. Be1,
x.Theorem 1.10 .
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LEMMA 2.3. Let E be a Kothe function space.È
 .  .  .  .a If A is a sequence in S E and A ­ A, then A g S E andn L n L
 .  .  .P f ª P f in norm for e¨ery f g E. In particular, S E is a sub-s-al-A A Ln
gebra of S.
 .  .b If E has order semicontinuous norm, then S E is a sub-s-alge-M
bra of S.
 .Proof. Since b is rather straightforward, we only indicate how to
 . w  .xprove a : By Be1, Theorem 1.10 ii , there is an L-projection P on E
such that P ª P pointwise on E. It follows that, for every f g E,A n
 .  .  .  .P f s P Pf for all k g N. Hence P f s P Pf , and we easilyA A A Ak k
 .conclude that Pf s P f .A
 .Recall that, for every Banach space E, the set Mult E is a closed
 . w xcommutative subalgebra of the algebra L E Be1, p. 54 .
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a Kothe function space with order semicontinu-È
 .  .ous norm. If T g Mult E and T s M for some h g L m , then h gh `
  . .L V, S E , m .` M
Thus the map M: h ª M is an isometric algebra isomorphism fromh
  . .  .  4  .L V, S E , m onto the subalgebra Mult E l lin P : A g S of L E ,` M A
consisting of all those multipliers which are multiplication operators.
 .  .Proof. Let T g Mult E and T s M for some h g L m . We need toh `
 .show that h is S E -measurable. It is enough to see thatM
A b , « [ t g V : h t y b F « g S E 4 .  .  .M
for every b g C and « ) 0.
We first verify the following claim.
 .  :) If p g Ext E*, then f , p s 0 for every f g E with supp f ;
 <  .  . < 4t: h t y a p ) « for some « ) 0.T
 .  .Denote c s a p and suppose an f g E is as required in ) butT
 : 5 5 < : <f , p / 0; we may also assume that f s 1. Let 0 - h - « f , p 1 q
< : <.y1  .f , p . Since h g L m , using a compactness argument we can find`
< < <  .b g C with b y c G « y h and pairwise disjoint A g S so that h t yj j j
<b - h for a.a. t g A , where j s 1, . . . , n, and A j ??? j A s supp f.j j 1 n
< <  . :For each j choose s g C with s s 1 so that s b y c f x , p sj j j j A j
< < < : < n 5 5 5 5b y c f x , p . Then g [  s f x g E and g s f s 1. More-j A js1 j Aj j
over,
n n
< <  :  :a [ b yc g x , p s b yc f x , p G «yh f , p . . j A j A ;j j
js1 js1
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and
n
5 5 5 5b [ h y b g x , p F p h f s h . . j A ;j
js1
Now,
n
 :  : :0 s T g , p y c g , p s hg y cg , p s h y c g x , p .  . A ;j
js1
n n
s b y c g x , p y h y b g x , p .  . j A j A ;  ;j j
js1 js1
 :G a y b G « y h f , p y h ) 0, .
and we have reached a contradiction.
 .Fix b g C and « ) 0, and let g , g g E be such that supp g ; A b, «1 2 1
 . 5 5and supp g ; V _ A b, « . We are going to show that g q g s2 1 2
5 5 5 54  .  .max g , g . Clearly, we may assume that both A b, « and V _ A b, «1 2
are of strictly positive m measure. Since E has order semicontinuous
norm, it is easy to see that we may also assume that there is d ) 0 such
 <  . < 4that supp g ; t: h t y b ) « q d . Denote2
B s p g Ext E*: a p y b F « and B s Ext E* _ B . 4 .1 T 2 1
 . <  .  . <Now, by ) , we have the following. If p g B , then h t y a p ) d for1 T
 : <  .  . <all t g supp g ; hence g , p s 0. If p g B , then h t y a p )2 2 2 T
<  . <  :a p y b y « ) 0 for all t g supp g ; hence g , p s 0. Therefore,T 1 1
5 5 5 5 5 5  :max g , g F g q g s sup g q g , p : p g Ext E* 4  41 2 1 2 1 2
 :s sup g q g , p : p g B 41 2 1
 :k sup g q g , p : p g B 41 2 2
5 5 5 5F max g , g . 41 2
 .The other assertion follows easily from Proposition 2.1 b and the
 .  .obvious fact that M g Mult E for every S E -simple function h.h M
COROLLARY 2.5. Let E be a Kothe function space with order semicontinu-È
 .  .ous norm. If M g Mult E for some nonconstant h g L m , then E admitsh `
a nontri¨ ial M-projection.
The following result furnishes positive answers to Questions 1 and 2 for
complex Kothe spaces.È
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THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a complex Kothe function space. Then:È
 .a E¨ery M- or L-projection on E is a characteristic projection.
 .  .b T g L E is a multiplier if and only if T s M for some h gh
  . .L V, S E , m .` M
 .Proof. a Apply Theorem 1.5 and the description of band projections
in Kothe spaces.È
 .  .  .b Let T g Mult E . By Corollary 1.4, supp T f ; supp f for all
 . f g E. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, T s M for some h g L m . Note that,h `
.in particular, every M-projection on E is of the form P for some A g S.A
 .   .4Thus Mult E ; M : h g L m . To finish, apply Theorem 2.4.h `
COROLLARY 2.7. A complex Kothe function space admits a nontri¨ ialÈ
M-projection if and only if it admits a nontri¨ ial multiplier.
 .We say that a Kothe space E is semi-rearrangement in¨ariant s.r.i. ifÈ
 .  .whenever f g E and g g L m are simple functions, m supp f - `, and0
5 5 5 5f and g are equimeasurable, then g g E and f s g . It is clear that any
r.i. space is an s.r.i. space.
If E and F are Banach spaces, then we write E ' F when E s F as
5 5 5 5vector spaces and there is a constant c such that x s c x for everyE F
x g E.
Before starting our next result, let us introduce some additional nota-
tion. Given an ideal A in S containing all m-null sets, we shall denote by
 .  .  4L V, A, m the closure in L m of its subspace lin x : A g A consist-` ` A
 .ing of all A-simple functions. As easily seen, if f g L m , then f g`
 .L V, A, m if and only if for every « ) 0 there exists A g A such that`
5 5  <  . < 4cf x - « , and if and only if t g V: f t ) l g A for every l ) 0.`A
  . 4For the particular case of the ideal S [ A g S: m A - ` , we shall usef
Ä  .  .  .the shorter notation L m for L V, S , m , and let S m stand for the` ` f 0
 .  4space of all S -simple functions. Also, let S E [ A g S: x g E .f A
The following lemma will be convenient in the proof of the next
theorem.
 .LEMMA 2.8. Assume that the measure space V, S, m is s-finite
and atomless, and let B be a sub-s-algebra of S satisfying the following
condition:
 .² There exist extended real numbers a ) 0 and b ) 0 with a q b s
 .  .m V such that B contains e¨ery set B g S for which m B s a and
 c.m B s b.
Then B s S.
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 .Proof. We may assume that a F b. If A g S and m A - a , then one
 .can easily construct B , B g S satisfying ² and such that A s B l B ;1 2 1 2
hence A g B. Since every set in S can be written as a finite or countable
union of such sets A, the assertion follows.
THEOREM 2.9. Let E be a s.r.i Kothe function space o¨er an atomlessÈ
 .measure space V, S, m .
 .  .a If E admits a nontri¨ ial characteristic L-projection, then E ' L m .1
 .b If E admits a nontri¨ ial characteristic M-projection, then
ÄL m ; E ; L V , S E , m .  . .` `
and there is a constant c ) 0 such that
Ä5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5c f F f for all f g E and f s c f for all f g L m . .` ` `
In consequence, if E has order semicontinuous norm, then E '
  . .  .L V, S E , m , and if m V - ` or E has the Fatou property, then E '`
 .L m .`
Proof. Since supp E s V and m is s-finite, x g E for every A g S .A f
 .  .It implies that S m ; E. Let E denote S m considered as a subspace0 0 0
 .of E i.e., equipped with the induced norm .
 .a Let P for some A g S be a nontrivial L-projection on E.A
Denote by B the subalgebra of S consisting of all B g S for which P isB
an L-projection on E . We are going to show that B s S. By Lemma 2.8,0
 .  .it is enough to verify that B satisfies condition ² with a [ m A and
 c.b [ m A .
 .  c.Fix any B g S with m B s a and m B s b , and let f g E . Thus0
f s n r x , where r are scalars and A g S are pairwise disjoint. Byis1 i A i i fi
the nonatomicity of m, we find B , . . . , B in S such that mB s m A ,1 n i i
 .  .  c.  c.m B l A s m A l B , and m B l A s m A l B for i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i i i i
Define g s n r x . Then f and g, f x and g x , and f x c and g x cis1 i B A B A Bi
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5care equimeasurable. Hence g g E and f s g s g x q g x s0 A A
5 5 5 5cf x q f x . It follows that B g B.B B
5 5Thus for every f g E the set function C ª f x on S is finitely0 C
 . 5 5additive. Hence n : S ª R defined by n C s x is a finitely additivef q C
measure vanishing on all m-null subsets of V. Moreover, by the
 .  .nonatomicity of m and the s.r.i. of E, n B F n C whenever B, C g Sf
 .  .  .  .  .  .and m B F m C . In particular, n B s n C if m B s m C . From this
 .  .it follows easily that there is a constant c such that n A s cm A for all
A g S .f
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5 5 < < 5 5Clearly, f s cH f dm s c f for every f g E . Now observe that,1V 0
 .for every V g S , the norm of E and the norm of L m are both0 f 1
 .  .continuous on L V . Since the simple functions are dense in L V , it` 0 ` 0
5 5 5 5follows that f s c f for all bounded functions f g E with supp f g S .1 f
 .Now, let f g E be arbitrary and choose an increasing sequence V in Sn f
5 5with union V and such that f is bounded on each V . Then c f x s1n V n
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5  .f x F f for every n, hence c f F f . Thus E ; L m and the1V 1n
5 5 5 5 5 5norm ? is continuous on E. Therefore, ? s c ? on the closure E1 1 1
 .  .of E in E. Finally, since S m is dense in L m , we must have0 0 1
 .  . 5 5 5 5E s L m . In conclusion, E s L m and ? s c ? .11 1 1
 .  .b Similarly as in a we show that P is an M-projection on E forB 0
5 5 5 5 5 54every B g S. In consequence, f x s max f x , f x for all f g EB j C B C 0
and disjoint B, C g S. It follows that the set function h: S ª R definedf q
 . 5 5  .   .  .4by h C s x satisfies h B j C s max h B , h C , whenever B, C gC
S and B l C s B. Moreover, h is related to m in the same manner as nf
 .to m in the proof of a above.
 .We now wish to show that there is a constant c such that h C s c for
 .all C g S with m C ) 0. To this end, let B, C g S and assume thatf f
 .  .0 - m B F m C . By nonatomicity, there exist disjoint sets C , . . . , C g S1 n f
 .  .  .  .with m C s m B for k s 1, . . . , n y 1, and m C - m B , such thatk n
 .  .   .  .4CsC j ??? jC . Then h C smax h C smax h B , h C s1 n 1F k F n k n
 .h B , from which the desired property of h is immediate.
5 5 5 5From what we have just shown it follows that f s c f for every`
 .f g E . By using a similar argument as in a , we extend this equality to all0
5 5 5 5bounded functions in E with support in S , and next obtain c f F f`f
for all f g E. Having achieved this, it is easy to conclude the proof.
 .Remarks 2.10. 1 The assumption of order semicontinuity in the
 .  .second part of Theorem 2.10 b is essential in case m V s `. In order to
 .  .see this, assume m V s ` and define a lattice seminorm p on L m by`
 . 5 5  . 4  .  .cp f s inf f x : m A - ` . It is easy to verify that p f q g s p f k`A
 . < < < <  .p g whenever f n g s 0. Now, declare E to be the space L m`
5 5 5 5  .equipped with the norm given by the equality f s f k 2 p f . Then`
 .  .E is a r.i. Kothe function space with S E s S E s S. Furthermore,È M
Ä5 5 5 5  .  . 5 5 5 5f s f for all f g L m s ker p , but x s 2 x so that` `` V V
  . .  .E k L V, S E , m s L m . It is clear that the norm of E is not order` `
semicontinuous.
 .  .  .2 In Theorem 2.9 b , if x g E, then E s L m and the norms ofV `
these spaces are equivalent. In particular, it is so when E is r.i. and
Ä  .E / L m . In general, however, for a s.r.i. space E one may have`
Ä  .   . .L m n E n L V, S E , m , with the norm of E being strictly stronger` `
5 5  .than ? . All of this, and S E s S, occurs in the following example:` M
 .  .Assume m V s ` and fix a disjoint sequence V in S with eachn
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 .  .m V s `. Let p be the seminorm defined in 2 above. For everyn
 .  .  .  .f g L m and n g N set q f s np f x ; furthermore, let q f s` n V n
 .   .  . 4sup q f . Finally, define E s f g L m : q f - ` , and endow E withn n `
5 5 5 5  .the norm f s f k q f .`
 .As a consequence of Theorems 1.6 and 2.9 a , we have the following
COROLLARY 2.11. Let E be a s.r.i. Kothe function space with strictlyÈ
 .monotone norm o¨er an atomless measure space V, S, m . If there exists a
 .nontri¨ ial L-projection on E, then E ' L V, S, m .1
The next result is a positive answer to Question 3 in the case of complex
spaces and is a corollary of Theorems 2.6 and 2.9.
THEOREM 2.12. Let E be a complex s.r.i. Kothe function space o¨er anÈ
 .atomless measure space V, S, m .
 .  .a If there exists a nontri¨ ial L-projection on E, then E ' L m .1
 .  .b If there exists a nontri¨ ial multiplier on E and either m V - ` or E
 .has the Fatou property, then E ' L m .`
 N.Remark 2.13. If m is the counting measure on the space N, 2 , then
analogues of Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.11, concerning symmetric KotheÈ
sequence spaces, can be obtained by using only elementary means. Conse-
quently, Theorem 2.12 is valid for such sequence spaces as well.
The two examples below show that, as far as multipliers and M- or
L-projections are concerned, there is a sharp distinction between complex
and real Banach lattices or Kothe spaces. In particular, for real spaces theÈ
answers to Questions 1 and 2 are negative.
 .EXAMPLES. 1 Consider the real two-dimensional Banach lattices
12 2  . E s l and F s l . Then the operator P defined by P j , j s j q j ,` 1 1 2 1 22
.j q j is an L-projection on E, and an M-projection on F, but in1 2
neither case is a band projection.
The Kothe spaces E and F in the next example have similar properties,È
but are defined over an atomless measure space.
 .  .2 For every Lebesgue measurable function f on the interval
w x  . .  .J s y1, 1 , let the function Rf on J be defined by Rf t s f yt .
Consider the following real Kothe function spaces over J,È
5 5 5 < < < < 5E s f g L J : f [ f q Rf - ` , 4 . `0
5 5 5 < < < < 5F s f g L J : f [ f k Rf - ` , 4 . 10
equipped with the norms indicated in these definitions. Clearly, E and F
 .  .are just L J and L J with equivalent norms. In each of these spaces,` 1
1  .the formula Pf s f q Rf defines a bounded linear projection P onto2
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the subspace consisting of even functions. Trivially, in neither case is P a
band projection. It is easily verified that P is an M-projection on E, and
an L-projection on F. Also note that although P is a multiplier on E, it is
 .not a multiplication operator M for any h g L J .h `
Before we state our next results, recall some auxiliary facts on duality in
Kothe function spaces. Given a Kothe function space E, we have E* sÈ È
r s r s  .E* [ E* , where E* and E* are the closed subspaces in fact, bands
 .consisting of all order continuous or integral and all singular functionals
 w x.on E, respectively see K-A, L-Z . The operator which assigns to every
g g E9 the functional f ª H gf dm on E is a linear isometry between E9V
and E*r. In this way E*r is identified with E9. Note that E*r s E9 is
w xalways total on E K-A, Chap. VI, Sect. 1, Theorem 5 . Below, we shall use
the notation
Ext* E9 [ E9 l Ext E*.
 . < <Let us observe that if « g L m and « s 1, then the multiplication`
operator M is an autoisometry of E. It follows that its adjoint MU maps« «
Ext E* onto itself, and E9 onto E9. In particular, if g g Ext* E9, then also
« g g Ext* E9.
 .We shall consider the real or complex Kothe function spaces E whichÈ
satisfy the condition
Ext* E9 is total on E , i.e., separates the points in E. q .  .
 .Under condition q , some results for complex spaces remain also valid
for real spaces.
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let E be a Kothe function space o¨er an atomlessÈ
measure space for which Ext* E9 is total, and let T be a multiplier on E. Then:
 .  .a supp T f ; supp f for every f g E.
 .  .  .b T f s a g f on supp g for all f g E and g g Ext* E9. In conse-T
< < < <  .  .quence, if g, h g Ext* E9 and g n h ) 0, then a g s a h .T T
 .Proof. a Let f g E and denote B s supp f. It is enough to show
 . cthat whenever g g Ext* E9 and A s supp g, then T f s 0 on A l B .
 . < <By nonatomicity of the measure, there exists « g L m such that « s1 ` 1
 :  .x and f , « g s H « gf dm s 0. Now, take any « g L m withAl B 1 V 1 2 `
< <  :c« s x and set « s « q « . Then « g g Ext* E9, f , « g s2 Al B 1 2
 :  .   . :  . :f , « g s 0, and H « gT f dm s T f , « g s a « g f , « g s 0.1 A T
Therefore,
« gT f dm s y « gT f dm. .  .H H2 1
cAlB AlB
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By choosing « appropriately under fixed function « , one can make the2 1
< < <  . <cintegral on the left to be 0 or equal to H g T f dm. But the integralAl B
 . con the right would remain unchanged, hence T f s 0 on A l B .
 .  .b Let f g E and g g Ext* E9. By a , for every A g S we have
 .  .T f x s Tf x andA A
 :  :gT f dm s x T f , g s T x f , g .  .  .H A A
A
 :s a g f x , g s a g gf dm. .  .HT A T
A
 .  .  .  .It follows that gT f s a g gf , hence T f s a g f on supp g.T T
Let E be a Kothe function space for which Ext* E9 is total. Define anÈ
equivalence relation ; in Ext* E9 as follows: g ; h if and only if there
 .exists a finite sequence a chain g , . . . , g in Ext* E9 with g s g and1 k 1
< < < <g s h such that g n g ) 0 for i s 1, . . . , k y 1. The resulting parti-k i iq1
tion of Ext* E9 into the equivalence classes modulo ; is countable finite
.or infinite and consists of the sets, say, G , G , . . . . For every n, let1 2
A [ supp G ; that is, A is a m-minimal set in S containing the supportn n n
of every g g G . The sets A form a S-partition of V; we shall refer to itn n
as the partition of V determined by Ext* E9. Let us say that Ext* E9 is
chainable if g ; h for all g, h g Ext* E9; that is, if the partition deter-
mined by Ext* E9 consists only of the set V. It is easy to see that this can
 .be equivalently expressed as follows: There exists a sequence g inn
< < < <Ext* E9 such that V s D supp g and g n g ) 0 for every n.n n n nq1
THEOREM 2.15. Let E be a Kothe function space o¨er an atomlessÈ
 .measure space for which Ext* E9 is total, and let A be the partition of Vn
determined by Ext* E9.
 .  .  .a If T g Mult E , then T s M for some h g L m which ish `
constant on each A .n
In particular, e¨ery M-projection on E is a characteristic projection.
 . b If E has order semicontinuous norm, then there exists a finite or
.  .  .infinite S-partition B of V, coarser than A , with the following property:k n
 .An operator T g L E is a multiplier on E if and only if T s M , where h ish
a bounded function on V which is constant on each of the sets B .k
 .In particular, an operator P g L E is an M-projection if and only if
P s P , where B is the union of some of the sets B .B k
 .  .  .Proof. a Let T g Mult E . By Propositions 2.14 a and 2.2, there
 .  .exists h g L m such that T s M . By Proposition 2.14 b , h is constant` h
 .on each of the sets supp g g g Ext* E9 , hence also constant on each of
the sets A .n
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 .  .b By a , every multiplier on E is a multiplication operator. Hence,
 .    . .4  .by Theorem 2.4, Mult E s M : h g L V, S E , m . Moreover, by ah ` M
and the uniqueness of h in the representations T s M , every h gh
  . .L V, S E , m is constant on each of the sets A . It follows that there is` M n
 .  .a S-partition B of V, coarser than the partition A , such thatk n
  . .L V, S E , m consists precisely of those bounded functions on V which` M
 . ware constant on each of the sets B . Clearly, B is as required. Thek k
 .  .partition B is formed by the m-maximal sets on which every h g L mk `
 .  .representing a T g Mult E is constant. Moreover, S E is the sub-s-al-M
xgebra generated by the B 's and the m-null sets.k
 .One of the consequences of Theorem 2.15 a , is the following.
COROLLARY 2.16. Let E be a Kothe function space o¨er an atomlessÈ
measure space for which Ext* E9 is total. Then e¨ery multiplier on E is tri¨ ial
if and only if Ext* E9 is chainable.
Two other consequences of Theorem 2.15 are not so straightforward.
 .COROLLARY 2.17. Let the measure space V, S, m be atomless and
separable. If E is an r.i. Kothe function space with Ext* E9 / B, then e¨eryÈ
multiplier on E is tri¨ ial.
 .Proof. We sketch the proof for the case m V - `. By a well known
w xtheorem of Caratheodory La, Sect. 14, Theorem 5 , we may assumeÂ
without loss of generality that our measure space is the unit circle T ; C
with its Haar measure. Let g g Ext* E9. For every s g T, the operator R1 s
 . .  .defined by R f t s f st is an autoisometry of E; in consequence, thes
U  .  y1 .function R g : t ª g s t is in Ext* E9. Therefore, Ext* E9 is total ands 1 1
chainable, and we finish by appealing to the preceding corollary.
COROLLARY 2.18. Let E be an s.r.i. Kothe function space o¨er anÈ
atomless measure space. If Ext* E9 is total and either E has order semicontin-
 .uous norm or m V - `, then e¨ery multiplier on E is tri¨ ial.
In consequence, an s.r.i. Kothe function space with order continuous normÈ
has only tri¨ ial multipliers.
Proof. Suppose E admits a nontrivial multiplier. Then, by Theorem
 .2.15 a , it also admits a nontrivial characteristic M-projection. Hence, by
 .  .Theorem 2.9 b , E ; L m and there is a constant c ) 0 such that`
5 5 5 5f s c f for all f g E. Now, since E contains all simple functions with`
 .  .support of finite measure, it is easy to see that E9 ' L m . But Ext L m1 1
is empty, hence so is Ext* E9; a contradiction.
The second assertion follows from the first one and the fact that
 . w xE* s E9 if and only if E has order continuous norm K-A .
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3. ORLICZ SPACES
 .Let w : R ª R be a nonzero convex function such that w 0 s 0.q q
 .  .  < <.For f g L m , let I f s H w f dm. The Orlicz space associated to w0 w V
 .  .   .  .over the measure space V, S, m is L m [ f g L m : I l f dmw 0 w
4 5 5 - ` for some l ) 0 , and is equipped with the norm f [ inf « ) 0 :
 . 4I fr« F 1 . The sequence Orlicz space is usually denoted by l . It is wellw w
 .known that L m is an r.i. Kothe function space with the Fatou property.Èw
 .Moreover, the closed subspace of L m consisting of all elements withw
 .   .  .absolutely continuous norm is equal to E m [ f g L m : I l f - `w 0 w
4 w xfor all l ) 0 K-R, Mu, R-R .
w xIn An , Ando proved that
L m * s L m *r [ L m *s an l -direct sum . .  .  .  . .w w w 11
 .  . rIt is known that E m * is linearly isometric to L m * which can bew w
 .identified with the Kothe dual L m 9. As a consequence of the Ando'sÈ w
 .  .  .result we have Ext L m 9 ; Ext L m * and thus Ext* L m 9 sw w w
 .  .Ext L m 9. Therefore, by the Krein]Milman theorem, Ext* L m 9 isw w
total.
In view of Corollary 2.18, the above observations lead to the following.
 .THEOREM 3.1. If the measure space V, S, m is atomless, then e¨ery
 .  .multiplier in particular, M-projection on the Orlicz space L m is tri¨ ial.w
 .In order to obtain our next and last result, we first prove the following
lemma.
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let g and h be two real or complex measurable functions
 .on V. Then for e¨ery constant u ) 0 and A g S with m A ) 0 one can0
find a non-null measurable set B ; A and nonzero scalars a and b such that
< < < < < <a q b s 1, and ag q bh F u on B.0
Proof. Let r s u r3. It is easy to see that there exist scalars a and b ,0
 . <  . < <  .and a set B ; A with m B ) 0, such that g t y a F r and h t y
<b F r for all t g B. Next, there exist nonzero scalars a and b such
< < < < < <that a q b s 1 and aa q bb F r. Then, for every t g B, we have
<  .  . < < < <  . < < < < < <  . <ag t q bh t F a g t y a q aa q bb q b h t y b F 3r s u .0
 . THEOREM 3.3. If the measure space V, S, m is atomless resp. purely
.  .  .atomic and the Orlicz space L m resp. l admits a nontri¨ ial L-projec-w w
 .  .  .tion, then L m ' L m resp. l ' l .w 1 w 1
Proof. The proof will be done only for atomless measure for sequence
.space compare Remark 2.13 . Let P be a nontrivial L-projection on
 .  .L m . Then P* is a nontrivial M-projection on L m *. The latter spacew w
has therefore no nontrivial L-projection which, by the result of Ando
 .  . r  .mentioned above, implies that L m * s L m * . In consequence, L mw w w
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 .  .  .s E m . Now, if we assume that w u ) 0 for all u ) 0, then L m isw w
 w x.  .  .strictly monotone cf. B-H, Ku and so L m ' L m by Corollary 2.11.w 1
 .Thus it remains to verify that w u must be positive for all u ) 0. For a
 .  .contrary, suppose there exists u ) 0 such that w u s 0 and w u ) 00 0
 .for u ) u . Take arbitrary norm one functions g and h in L m such that0 w
5 5 5 5Pg s g and Ph s 0. Since g, h g E and g s h s 1 we easily ha¨e thatw
 .  . < < < <I g s I h s 1 and, for all scalars a and b with a q b s 1, we ha¨ew w
5 5  .  < <. < <  < <.ag q bh s 1 or I ag q bh s 1. Furthermore, w ag q bh F a w g qw
< <  < <.  . < <  . < <  .  < <.b w h and 1 s I ag q bh F a I g q b I h s 1. Hence w ag q bhw w w
< <  < <. < <  < <.s a w g q b w h a.e. on V. It follows that if a / 0, b / 0, and
< < < < < <ag q bh F u on a set B g S, then g F u and h F u a.e. on B. In0 0 0
 .consequence, by Lemma 3.2, e¨ery A g S with m A ) 0 contains a B g S
 . < < < <with m B ) 0 such that g F u and h F u a.e. on B. It follows that0 0
< < < <  .g F u and h F u a.e. on V. From what we ha¨e just shown, L m0 0 w
 .must be included in L m , which is a contradiction.`
Finally, we mention that further studies of L-projections on real Banach
w xlattices have been continued by the third author in L .
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